Wipes dispensers with foil bag: 
simple manual reprocessing procedure

Wipes dispensers with foil bag require much less time and effort for reprocessing. The reason: the foil bag prevents the contamination of the use-solution, emanating from the dispenser’s inside.

Before reprocessing, it is imperative to remove and discard the foil bag, dispensing insert and lid as well as any fleece roll and liquid residue.

**Normal case:**
the dispenser is not moist, wet or visibly soiled.

No reprocessing necessary.*

**Special case:**
the dispenser is moist, wet or visibly soiled.

In this case, the dispenser housing and dispenser top need to be reprocessed when the fleece roll is exchanged.* For this, thoroughly clean all parts with a surface disinfectant possessing a high alcohol content (preferably Bacillol AF). Pay attention to the exposure time of at least 30 seconds. Make sure to cover all surfaces.

After all surfaces are completely dry, refill the dispenser with a new fleece roll in the foil bag and freshly prepared disinfection solution to be used for up to 28 days.

* If the fleece roll in the foil bag is used without new lid, the lid needs to be reprocessed when the fleece roll is exchanged (see special case for procedure).